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Abstract— Enabling robots to quickly learn manipulation
skills is an important, yet challenging problem. Such manipu-
lation skills should be flexible, e.g., be able adapt to the current
workspace configuration. Furthermore, to accomplish complex
manipulation tasks, robots should be able to sequence several
skills and adapt them to changing situations. In this work,
we propose a rapid robot skill-sequencing algorithm, where
the skills are encoded by object-centric hidden semi-Markov
models. The learned skill models can encode multimodal
(temporal and spatial) trajectory distributions. This approach
significantly reduces manual modeling efforts, while ensuring a
high degree of flexibility and re-usability of learned skills. Given
a task goal and a set of generic skills, our framework computes
smooth transitions between skill instances. To compute the
corresponding optimal end-effector trajectory in task space we
rely on Riemannian optimal controller. We demonstrate this
approach on a 7 DoF robot arm for industrial assembly tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deploying service robots in highly flexible manufacturing
sites is promising, but also challenging [1]. The challenges
arise in different sub-fields of robotics, e.g., perception [2],
motion planning [3], mapping and navigation [4], or human-
robot interaction [5]. In this work, we tackle two specific
problems, namely, flexible motion skills generation and skills
sequencing in the context of industrial tasks, with an em-
phasis on assembly settings. First, it is impossible for robot
manufacturers to pre-program all robot capabilities (referred
to as skills) that end users may require. To avoid inquiring
engineers whenever a new skill is needed, it is crucial to
provide an easy and efficient method with which laymen can
teach the robot new skills. Simply recording and replaying a
demonstrated trajectory is often insufficient, because changes
in the environment, e.g., varying robot and/or object poses,
would render any attempt unsuccessful. In other words, the
robot needs to recognize the intentions behind these demon-
strations and thus generalize over unforeseen situations.
Many learning-from-demonstration (LfD) frameworks
have shown great improvements in this aspect. Compared
to hard-coded alternatives, they embed extracted knowl-
edge into probabilistic models. Examples are probabilistic
movement primitives (ProMPs) [6], Stable Estimators of
Dynamical Systems (SEDS) [7], Task-Parameterized Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (TP-GMMs) [8], and more recently,
Kernelized MPs (KMPs) [9] and Conditional Neural MPs
(CNMPs) [10]. However, most of these approaches train
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models specifically for each skill instantiation, with the
exception of CNMPs, which is able to encode multiple
modes of operation for the same skill. For most of the
aforementioned models, “grasp the object from the top” and
“grasp the object from the side” are usually treated as two
different skills, and thus, different models are trained. This
not only greatly decreases the teaching efficiency, but also
significantly limits the reusability of each skill. Instead, we
consider object-centric skills that represent robot end-effector
motions relative to objects of interest for the task space. To
encode and generate full end-effector pose trajectories, we
exploit Riemannian-manifolds theory to compute the neces-
sary statistics and retrieve smooth control references. Recent
work in robot learning and control showed the efficiency and
flexibility of the Riemannian formulation [11], [12].
Additionally, several skills often need to be performed
in sequence to accomplish tasks with increased complexity.
In this work, we assume such a sequence is given by the
user and our focus is on the adaptation of each skill to the
sequence and to the varying configurations. The problem of
finding the right sequence is commonly referred to as the task
planning problem [13]. Logic-based planning frameworks
such as PDDL [14] gained popularity due to close resem-
blance to human reasoning. However, manual definition of
the planning model, such as pre-conditions and effects of all
skills, quickly becomes impractical due to the large variation
of skills in different applications.
In this paper we propose a generic motion planning frame-
work for sequencing manipulation skills that are learned
from demonstration. First, to teach a general skill, only few
human demonstrations are needed with different object con-
figurations. These demonstrations are used to train an object-
centric model for each skill, which builds local models of the
demonstrations from the perspective of different coordinate
systems. Moreover, given a sequence of skills to execute, a
complete model is constructed by cascading the local models
with updated parameters. Lastly, during execution, this model
is used to compute the most-likely reference trajectory for the
robot under various workspace configurations. Our method
significantly reduces human modeling efforts, while ensuring
high-degree flexibility and re-usability of learned skills.
The main contribution of this paper is twofold: (i) we
present a novel algorithm for the sequencing of several
general skills to fulfill a given task; (ii) and propose a
skill-sequencing method that finds the most-likely reference
trajectory given only the initial system state and the desired
task goal. Our framework builds on a Riemannian-manifold
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formulation to provide robust learning and optimal control,
overcoming inaccuracy and stability issues that arise when
using Euclidean approximations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the state of the art in motion primitives and
skills sequencing. Section III presents some preliminaries on
TP-GMMs and Riemannian geometry, essential tools in our
work. Section IV details the considered problem. Section V
contains the main contributions. Experimental results are
presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORK
Learning by demonstration is an intuitive and natural way
to transfer human skills to robots, which recently gained
much attention [15]. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) pro-
vide an elegant probabilistic representation of motion skills.
For instance, the work by Niekum et al. [16] shows how to
use them to extract important features from only few human
demonstrations of particular skills. Successful applications
can be found in humanoids [15], human-robot collaborative
manipulation [17] and robot motion planning [18]. Further-
more, task-parameterized GMMs (TP-GMMs) [8] provide a
powerful extension to GMMs by incorporating observations
from the perspective of different frames of reference. This
allows the robot to automatically adapt movements to new
situations and has shown reliable performance in human-
robot collaborative transportation [17] and robot bimanual
sweeping [19]. However, most of the above approaches focus
on learning a specific TP-GMM model for each single skill,
e.g., “holding the cube above the cup” [8] or “transporting
the object” [17]. In contrast, we propose to learn one TP-
GMM model for a general class of skills (without explicitly
distinguishing them) and choose the particular instantiation
of each skill during run-time, depending on the given high-
level plan and task goal.
Given a set of skills, the next problem is how to combine
them for successful execution of complex manipulation tasks.
Researchers have mainly used either LfD [20], [21], [22]
or reinforcement learning (RL) [23], [24] to master skills
sequencing, most of them employing dynamic movement
primitives (DMPs) as skill representation. Manschitz et al.
[20] learn a sequence graph of skills from kinesthetic demon-
strations, where a classifier drives transitions between skills.
The authors extend this approach for bimanual settings [21],
where the task is represented by a set of concurrent sequence
graphs of motion primitives. Entry and exit probabilities de-
termine the transition between consecutive skills conditioned
on the environment state. Pastor et al. [22] learn DMPs along
with a distribution of sensory patterns. Skills sequencing is
achieved by choosing pairs of DMPs whose initial and final
sensory patterns closely match. Our work distinguishes in
that our skill representation encodes the diverse effects of
robot actions on objects, which may differ according to the
particular instantiation of the skill. Similarly to [22], our
method exploits the distribution of observations to build a
task model by cascading different skills as a function of their
similarity in a Kullback-Leibler sense.
Gra¨ve and Behnke [23] combine LfD and RL to learn
a sequence of skills in an active learning setting. In [24],
a modified PI2 method adapts the shape and attractor of
several learned DMPs to smoothly sequence them. A similar
approach is proposed in [25] to sequence DMPs in bimanual
manipulation. In [26], the sequencing problem is investigated
from a hierarchical RL perspective, where each skill is
represented by a general control policy. The work by Mu¨lling
et al. [27] proposes a gating network that activates the
appropriate skill among a set of learned DMPs for table
tennis. Lastly, Kroemer et al. [28] use model-based RL to
learn a high-level policy that sequences learned motion skills.
Most of the above approaches require human demonstrations
for the complete task. Moreover, RL is used to adapt the skill
parameters to make skills sequencing possible. In contrast,
our approach requires only demonstrations on the level
of individual skills. RL adaptation of skill parameters for
sequencing is unnecessary as our method builds a complete
model of the task that considers the different skill instantia-
tions and exploits predictive models of the skill effects.
III. PRELIMINARIES
We briefly present some preliminary results in robot
skill learning, in particular, TP-GMMs, hidden semi-Markov
models (HSMMs), and Riemannian manifolds.
A. TP-GMMs
The basic idea of LfD is to fit a prescribed skill model
such as GMMs to a handful of demonstrations. We assume
we are given M demonstrations, each of which contains Tm
data points for a dataset of N “ řm Tm total observations
ξ “ tξtuNt“1, where ξt P Rd. Also, we assume the same
demonstrations are recorded from the perspective of P
different coordinate systems (given by the task parameters,
such as, objects of interest). One common way to obtain
such data is to transform the demonstrations from a static
global frame to frame p by ξppqt “ Appq
´1pξt ´ bppqq.
Here, tpbppq,AppqquPp“1 is the translation and rotation of
frame p w.r.t. the world frame. Then, a TP-GMM is de-
scribed by the model parameters tpik, tµppqk ,Σppqk uPp“1uKk“1
where K represents the number of Gaussian components
in the mixture model, pik is the prior probability of each
component, and tµppqk ,Σppqk uPp“1 are the parameters of the
k-th Gaussian component within frame p. Differently from
standard GMM, the mixture model above can not be learned
independently for each frame. Indeed, the mixing coefficients
pik are shared by all frames and the k-th component in
frame p must map to the corresponding k-th component
in the global frame. Expectation-Maximization (EM) [8]
is a well-established method to learn such models. Task
parameterization of GMMs incorporates observations from
the perspective of different frames of reference, thus allowing
the robot to automatically adapt its motion to new situations.
Once learned, the TP-GMM can be used during execution
to reproduce a trajectory for the learned skill. Namely,
given the observed frames tbppq,AppquPp“1, the learned TP-
GMM is converted into one single GMM with parameters
tpik, pµˆk, ΣˆkquKk“1, by multiplying the affine-transformed
Gaussian components across different frames, as follows
Σˆk “
«
Pÿ
p“1
´
Σˆ
ppq
k
¯´1ff´1
, µˆk “ Σˆk
«
Pÿ
p“1
´
Σˆ
ppq
k
¯´1
µˆ
ppq
k
ff
,
(1)
where the parameters of the updated Gaussian at each
frame p are computed as µˆppqk “ Appqµppqk ` bppq and
Σˆ
ppq
k “ AppqΣppqk Appq
T
. While the task parameters may vary
over time, we dropped the time index for the sake of notation.
B. HSMMs
Hidden semi-Markov Models (HSMMs) extend standard
hidden Markov Models (HMMs) by embedding temporal
information of the underlying stochastic process. That is,
while in HMM the probability of transitioning to the next
state depends only on the current state, in HSMM this
transition also depends on the elapsed time since the state
was entered. HSMMs have been successfully applied, in
combination with TP-GMMs, for robot skill encoding to
learn spatio-temporal features of the demonstrations [29].
More specifically, a task-parameterized HSMM (TP-HSMM)
model is defined as:
Θ “
!
tahkuKh“1, pµDk , σDk q, pik, tpµppqk ,Σppqk quPp“1
)K
k“1
,
where ahk is the transition probability from state h to k;
pµDk , σDk q describe the Gaussian distributions for the duration
of state k, i.e., the probability of staying in state k for a cer-
tain number of consecutive steps; tpik, tµppqk ,Σppqk uPp“1uKk“1
equal the TP-GMM introduced earlier, representing the ob-
servation probability corresponding to state k. Note that in
our HSMM the number of states corresponds to the number
of Gaussian components in the “attached” TP-GMM.
Given a certain (partial) sequence of observed data points
tξ`ut`“1, assume that the associated sequence of states in Θ
is given by st “ s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ st. As shown in [29], the probability
of data point ξt belonging to state k (i.e., st “ k) is given
by the forward variable αtpkq “ ppst “ k, tξ`ut`“1q:
αtpkq “
t´1ÿ
τ“1
Kÿ
h“1
αt´τ phqahkN pτ |µDk , σDk q otτ , (2)
where otτ “
śt
`“t´τ`1N pξ`|µˆk, Σˆkq is the emission prob-
ability and pµˆk, Σˆkq are derived from (1) given the task
parameters. Furthermore, the same forward variable can also
be used during reproduction to predict future steps until Tm.
In this case however, since future observations are not
available, only transition and duration information are used
as explained by [30], i.e., by setting N pξ`|µˆk, Σˆkq “ 1 for
all k and ` ą t in (2). At last, the sequence of the most-
likely states s‹Tm “ s‹1s‹2 ¨ ¨ ¨ s‹Tm is determined by choosing
s‹t “ arg maxk αtpkq, @1 ď t ď Tm.
C. Riemannian Manifolds
As the robot motion skills are learned from and reproduce
time-varying poses of the end-effector, classical Euclidean-
based methods are inadequate for processing such data,
Fig. 1: Left: the illustration of the Log and Exp maps with geodesic γxÑy .
Note that }v}2 “ }γxÑy}2. Right: illustration of the parallel transport
operation. vx is a vector defined in the tangent space of x, while the parallel
transported vectorA‖yxvx will lie in the tangent space of y and is considered
parallel to vx.
as they rely on rough approximations to account for the
constraints imposed by orientation representation such as
quaternions. These approximations may lead to inaccurate
skill models or unstable controllers. We instead endow the
robot task space with a Riemannian manifold M [11].
Briefly, for each point x in the manifold M, there exists
a tangent space TxM. This allows us to carry out Euclidean
operations locally, while being geometrically consistent with
manifold constraints.
We use exponential and logarithmic maps to map points
between TxM and M (Fig. 1 left). The exponential map
Expx : TxMÑM maps a point in the tangent space of
point x to a point on the manifold, while maintaining
the geodesic distance. The inverse operation is called the
logarithmic map Logx : M Ñ TxM. Another useful
operation is the parallel transport A‖yx : TxM Ñ TyM,
which moves elements between tangent spaces without in-
troducing distortion (Fig. 1 right). The exact form of the
aforementioned operations depend on the Riemannian metric
associated to the manifold, which in our case corresponds to
the formulations in [11].
In this paper we exploit Riemannian manifolds to:
(a) properly compute statistics over M using Riemannian
normal distributions that encode full end-effector motion
patterns [11]; and (b) retrieve a smooth reference trajectory
corresponding to the task plan (i.e., sequenced skills) using
Riemannian optimal control, as proposed in Section V-A.2.
IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Consider a multi-DoF robotic arm, whose end-effector
has state xe P R3 ˆ S3 ˆ R1 (describing the Cartesian
position, orientation quaternion and gripper state), that op-
erates within a static and known workspace. Also, within
the reach of the arm, there are objects of interest de-
noted by O “ to1, o2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , oJu, each of which has state
xoj P R3 ˆ S3. For simplicity, the overall system state is
denoted by x “ txe, txoj ,@oj P Ouu.
Within this setup, an operator performs several kines-
thetic demonstrations on the arm to manipulate one or
several objects for certain manipulation skills. Denote by
A “ ta1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aHu the set of demonstrated skills. More-
over, for skill a P A, the set of objects involved is given
by Oa and the set of available demonstrations is denoted
by Da. Note that all demonstrations follow the object-centric
Fig. 2: Overall diagram of the proposed method. From multiple kinesthetic demonstrations we encode object-centric skill models into TP-HSMMs and
learn precondition/prediction/effect models Γa. Given a high-level task definition, we cascade the learned skill models into a joint model pΘa‹ . Based on
the desired goal G of the task and the initial state of the environment, we find the optimal state-sequence ps‹ using a modified Viterbi algorithm. Finally,
to generate the corresponding reference trajectory we rely on a Riemannian optimal controller.
structure introduced in Section III-A, i.e., they are recorded
from multiple frames, often associated to the pose of the
objects in Oa. For example, the skill “insert the peg in the
cylinder” involves the objects “peg” and “cylinder”, and the
associated demonstrations are recorded from the robot, the
“peg” and the “cylinder” frames. Note that one general skill
can include several execution instances, e.g., “pick the peg”
includes “pick the peg from top, left or right”, and “drop the
peg” comprises “drop the peg inwards or outwards”.
The manipulation tasks we consider consist of a given
sequence of skills a‹ chosen from the demonstrated skills
A. For example, an insertion task involves “pick the cap, re-
orient the cap, pick the cap again and the insert the cap”. In
the end of the task, a goal configuration G is reached as the
desired final state of the system, including the robot and the
objects. The considered problem is as follows:
Problem 1: Given a set of demonstrated skills A, the
desired skill sequence a‹ and the goal G, the objective is
twofold: (a) to reproduce each skill in a‹ for a given goal
state; and (b) to subsequently reproduce the sequence a‹ to
maximize the success rate of achieving the goal G. 
V. LEARNING AND SEQUENCING OF FLEXIBLE SKILLS
In this section, we present the main building blocks of the
proposed framework, regarding the two objectives above. In
Figure 2 we show the diagram of our proposed approach.
A. Single Skill Reproduction
Consider one demonstrated skill a P A, associated with the
set of demonstrations Da “ tξtuNt“1, recorded in P frames.
Note that such frames are directly attached to the objects
in Oa. As mentioned in Section III-B, given a properly
chosen number of components K, the TP-HSMM model Θa
abstracting the spatio-temporal features of trajectories related
to skill a, can be learned using an EM-like algorithm. It is
worth emphasizing that, conversely to most existing work
that only treats each instance of the same skill separately,
we construct one model for the general skill. To give an
example, Fig. 3 shows an illustration of an HSMM for “pick
the peg” skill that contains 10 demonstrations for “pick from
top” and “pick from side”. The learned HSMM in the global
frame has a single initial state from which two branches
encode the two different instances of the same “pick” skill.
1) Optimal state sequence: Consider now that a desired
final observation of the robot state is given as ξT , where
T is the skill time horizon (e.g. the average length over the
demonstrations). Moreover, the initial robot state is observed
as ξ1. We firstly address the following sub-problem:
Problem 2: Given the learned model Θa, construct the
most-likely state sequence s‹T given only ξ1 and ξT . 
The approach introduced in Section III-B can not be
directly applied to solve Problem 2 since the forward variable
in (2) computes the sequence of marginally most probable
states, while we are looking for the jointly most probable se-
quence of states given ξ1 and ξT . As a result, when using (2)
there is no guarantee that the returned sequence s‹T matches
both the spatio-temporal patterns of the demonstrations and
the initial/final observations. In terms of the example in
Fig. 3, it may return the lower branch as the most likely
sequence (due to e.g., more demonstrations), i.e., “pick from
the side”, even if the desired final configuration as the final
observation is that the end-effector is on the top of object.
To overcome this issue, we rely on a modification of the
Viterbi algorithm [31]. The classical Viterbi algorithm has
been extensively used to find the most likely sequence of
states (also called the Viterbi path) in classical HMMs that re-
sult in a given stream of observed events. Our method differs
from it in two main aspects: (a) it works on HSMM instead
of HMM; and more importantly (b) most observations are
missing except those at the first and the last time instants.
More specifically, in the absence of intermediate observations
the Viterbi algorithm becomes
δtpjq “ max
dPD maxi‰j δt´dpiqaijpjpdq
tź
t1“t´d`1
b˜jpξt1q ,
δ1pjq “ bjpξ1qpijpjp1q,
(3)
where pjpdq “ N pd|µDj , σDj q is the duration probability of
state j, δtpjq is the likelihood of the system being in state j
at time t and not in state j at t` 1, see [31] for details; and
b˜jpξt1q “
#
N pξt1 |µˆj , Σˆjq, t “ 1_ t “ T ;
1, 1 ă t ă T .
where pµˆj , Σˆjq is the global Gaussian component j in Θa
from (1) given ξt1 . Namely, at each time t and for each
state j, the two arguments that maximize equation δtpjq are
recorded, and a simple backtracking procedure is used to find
the most likely state sequence s‹T . In other words, the above
algorithm derives the most-likely sequence s‹T for skill a that
yields the final observation ξT , starting from ξ1.
2) Trajectory tracking on Manifolds: Given s‹T , we rely
on linear quadratic tracking (LQT) to retrieve the optimal
reference trajectory. We use a linear double integrator dy-
namics in the control formulation such that the end-effector
follows a virtual spring-damper system. This allows us to
compute an optimal and smooth reference trajectory in closed
form without knowledge of the actual robot dynamics. As
mentioned, the robot state xe lies in the Riemannian man-
ifold MR “ R3 ˆ S3 ˆ R1, which is prohibitive to define
the required linear dynamics. However, as in [11], we can
exploit the linear tangent spaces to achieve a similar result.
We assume the linear double-integrator dynamics is defined
in the tangent space of x, namely TxMR. Also, we define
the tangent space robot state as xt “ rLogxtpxtqT,vTt sT PTxtMR, with velocity vt and v1 “ 0. Due to the differential
formulation and the definition of the Log-map the robot state
in its own tangent space becomes xt “ r0T,vTt sT. Then, the
optimal control problem becomes
u‹ “ arg min
u
Tÿ
t“1
´
LogxtpµˆktqTΣˆ
´1
kt Logxtpµˆktq `uTtRut
˘
,
s.t. xt`1 “ Axt `But, xt`1, xt,ut P TxtMR;
xt`1 “ Expxtpxt`1q PMR, x1 “ xe
A “
„
I I∆t
0 I

, B “
„
0
I∆t

where kt is the t-th component in s‹T . Specifically, the state
error between the desired reference µˆkt and current robot
state xt is computed using the logarithmic map Logxtpµˆktq
that projects the minimum length path between µˆkt and xt
into TxtMR. We assume 0 reference velocity, therefore we
omit this component in the cost funciton. The covariance
matrices Σˆkt describe the variance and correlation of the
robot state variables in a tangent space TµˆktMR. Such co-
variance matrices must be rotated via parallel transport on the
manifold to avoid distortion (see Sec. III-C). Similarly, when
we propagate the velocity between consecutive states we
have to parallel transport them. For the considered manifold
MR, this can be computed in closed form [11].
The derivation of the optimal control u‹ and state x‹
trajectory follows the ideas of classical optimal control. Sim-
ilarly to standard LQT, we derive a recursive computation of
a feedback and feedforward controller to satisfy the Bellman
equation. As the control signal and the controller gains are
defined in the tangent space of the current robot state, we
Fig. 3: Left: Learned 5-states HSMM in the global frame for skill “pick” in
2-D, where demonstrations are labeled in color by the associated states. The
model has a single initial state (number 4 in the right graph) from which
two branches (states 1-5 and states 3-2) encode the different instances of the
skill. Right: transition and duration functions of the HSMM. An arrow’s
color intensity is proportional to the learned transition probability, where
black and light gray respectively depict high and low probabilities.
have to ensure that each variable is parallel transported to this
space during recursion. Overall, the Riemannian extension of
LQT requires only a minor computational overhead.
B. Skill Sequence Reproduction
The above method would suffice for reproducing a single
skill, which however can not be applied directly to solve
Problem 1. This is because only the final observation after
the whole sequence a‹ is given, while the intermediate
observations after each skill are lacking. To overcome this,
we propose a two-step solution: (1) cascade the models of
each skill within a‹ into one complete model pΘa‹ ; (2) find
the complete state sequence ps‹ within pΘa‹ to reach the goal
state with highest probability.
1) Cascade multiple HSMMs: We first focus our de-
scription on cascading two HSMMs, which can then be
applied recursively for longer sequences. Consider two TP-
HSMMs Θa1 and Θa2 , the algorithm for cascading them
into pΘ is summarized in Alg. 1. The key insight is that
the same model Θa2 is updated differently depending on the
final component, or terminal state of Θa1 to which Θa2 is
cascaded to. This is because each final component encodes
different transformations of the task parameters of Θa1 after
executing a1, which in turn results in different ways to update
the components in Θa2 . Consequently, the composed modelpΘ has size K1`K1,f ¨K2, where K1 and K2 are the number
of components of Θa1 and Θa2 , respectively, while K1,f is
the number of final components in Θa1 . More specifically,
Alg. 1 consists of two main steps: (a) compute the transition
probability from each final component in Θa1 to each initial
component in Θa2 ; (b) modify all components of Θa2 for
each final component in Θa1 that Θa2 is cascaded to.
To begin with, we recall the precondition and effect model
proposed in our earlier work [32]. In particular, the learned
precondition model, denoted by Γ1,a, contains TP-GMMs for
the initial robot state, i.e., Γ1,a “ tpµˆppq1 , Σˆ
ppq
1 q, @p P P1,au,
where P1,a is the chosen set of task parameters, derived
from the initial system state (e.g., initial pose of objects of
interest). In addition, we introduce here the final condition
model ΓT,a, which is learned in a similar way as Γ1,a, but for
the final robot state, i.e., ΓT,a “ tpµˆppqT , Σˆ
ppq
T q, @p P PT,au,
where PT,a is the chosen set of frames, derived from the
final system state. Simply speaking, Γ1,a models the initial
Algorithm 1: Cascading a pair of TP-HSMMs
Input: pΘa1 ,Γa1q and pΘa2 ,Γa2q.
Output: p pΘ, pΓq
1 forall final component kf P Θa1 do
2 Create copy of Θa2 as Θ
kf
a2 .
3 Compute takf ,kiu for all initial ki P Θkfa2 by (4).
4 Update Θkfa2 and Γ
kf
1T,a2
by (5).
5 Cascade Θa1 and Θ
kf
a2 . Add to pΘ.
6 Set additional parameters of pΘ.
7 pΓ “ tpΓ1, pΓT , pΓ1T u “ tΓ1,a1 ,ΓT,a2 , tΓkf1T,a2 ,@kfuu.
configuration before executing skill a, while ΓT,a models the
final configuration afterwards. Furthermore, the learned ef-
fect model Γ1T,a, contains TP-GMMs for the predicted final
system state, i.e., Γ1T,a “
 tpµˆppq1,o, Σˆppq1,oq, @p P P1,au, @o P
OaYe
(
, where P1,a is defined in Γ1,a. Notice the differences
among these three models: the task parameters for ΓT,a are
computed from the final system state, while those for Γ1,a
and Γ1T,a are extracted from the initial system state. Their
derivation is omitted here and we refer the readers to [32].
For the sake of notation, we define Γa fi tΓ1,a,ΓT,a,Γ1T,au.
Then, the transition probability from one final compo-
nent kf of Θa1 to one initial component ki of Θa2 is:
akf ,ki 9 exp
´
´
ÿ
pPPc
KL
`
Γ
ppq
T,a1
pkf q||Γppq1,a2pkiq
˘¯
, (4)
where KLp¨||¨q is the KL-divergence from [33], ΓppqT,a1pkf q
is the GMM associated with component kf for frame p,
Γ
ppq
1,a2
pkiq is the GMM associated with component ki for
frame p; Pc “ PT,a1 X P1,a2 is the set of common frames
shared by these two models, which can be forced to be
nonempty by always adding the global frame. This process is
repeated for all pairs of final components in Θa1 and initial
components in Θa2 . Note that the out-going probability of
any final component in Θa1 should be normalized.
Secondly, given one final component kf of Θa1 , each
component k of Θa2 should be affine-transformed as follows:
pµˆppˆqk , Σˆ
ppˆq
k q fi pµppqk , Σppqk q b pbppˆqkf , Appˆqkf q, (5)
where the operation b is defined as the same operation of (1);
pbppˆqkf ,Appˆqkf q is the task parameter computed from the mean
of Γppˆq,o1T,a1pkf q, where o is the object associated with the old
frame p in Θa1 and pˆ is the new frame in Γ
o
1T,a1pkf q. Note
that the change of frames is essential to compute directly all
components of Θa2 given an initial system state of Θa1 . The
same process is also applied to each component of Γ1T,a2
by changing its frames based on Γo1T,a1pkf q.
Lastly, other model parameters of pΘ such as duration
probabilities, initial and final distributions are set with minor
changes from Θa1 and Θa2 . For instance, the duration
probability of Θa2 is duplicated to kf multiple copies; the
initial distributions Θa2 are set to zero as the initial states
of pΘ correspond to those of the first model Θa1 ; the final
Algorithm 2: Execute skill sequence a‹
Input: A, a‹, x1,xG, and tpΘa,Γaq,@a P a‹u.
1 Compute the composed model pΘa‹ using Alg. 1.
2 Compute optimal sequence ps‹ over pΘa‹ , given ξ1 and
ξT via (3).
3 for each ah P a‹ do // On-line Execution
4 Observe the current system state xh,1.
5 Update the global components in ps‹h given xh,1.
6 Track ps‹h by motion control till the end.
components of Θa1 are removed since the final states of pΘ
are now those of Θa2 updated to its multiple instances.
Now consider the desired skill sequence given as a‹ “
a1a2a3 ¨ ¨ ¨ aN . First, Alg. 1 is applied to pΘa1 ,Γa1q and
pΘa2 ,Γa2q, yielding p pΘ, pΓq. Then, Alg. 1 is applied to
p pΘ, pΓq and pΘa3 ,Γa3q. This process repeats itself until aN
as the end of a‹, yielding p pΘa‹ , pΓa‹q. Note that pΘa‹ is the
complete cascaded model in the standard TP-HSMM format.
2) State sequence generation and tracking: The derived
model pΘa‹ is used to reproduce the skill sequence a‹ as
follows. Firstly, the initial system state x1 is obtained (e.g.,
from perception) and mapped to the initial observation ξ1.
The goal system state xG, e.g., from a high-level planner, is
also mapped to the final observation ξT . The total length T is
then set to, e.g., the accumulative average length of all skills
in a‹. Then, the same solution for Problem 2 is used to find
the most-likely sequence ps‹ within model pΘa‹ , given ξ1 and
ξT . Note that ps‹ contains the sub-sequence of components,
denoted by ps‹h, to be followed for each skill ah P a‹. During
the task execution of each skill ah P a‹, firstly the current
system state xh,0 is observed and used to compute the task
parameters and update the global GMMs associated with the
components in ps‹h. Afterwards, the trajectory tracking control
described in Sec. V-A.2 is used to track ps‹h. This process
repeats for the subsequent skills until the end of a‹, as
summarized in Alg. 2. Note that simply tracking ps‹ without
observing the actual intermediate system state xh,1 would
often fail, due to the perception error and motion noise.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We here describe the experiment setup on a 7-DoF robotic
manipulator. We consider various assembly tasks consisting
of different sequences of skills and show how our framework
is used to accomplish such tasks from various initial states.
The pipeline is implemented in C++, Python and ROS.
A. Workspace Setup and Manipulation Tasks
The Franka Emika Panda robot (denoted by r) has 7 DoF
and is equipped with a two-fingers gripper, as shown in
Fig. 4. The workspace consists of a feeding and inspection
platform, where pieces are off-loaded and inspected; and an
assembly station where various pieces are assembled into a
product. The platform is monitored by a Zivid 3D camera,
from which the collected point-clouds are inputs to the point-
pair-feature detection algorithm [34]. It provides a 6D pose
estimation with around 1 cm accuracy w.r.t the global frame
A Skill Name Ma Ka Ba TPa t pΘa |Γaq [s]
agr grasp 35 28 4 tcu 98 | 18
aro re orient 18 12 2 tc, r, gu 54 | 12
atl translate 9 8 1 tc, r, gu 16 | 4
aat attach 7 6 1 tc, gu 12 | 4
adp drop 31 18 3 tc, r, gu 120 | 18
apk pick 6 5 1 tp, ru 9 | 3
ais insert 5 4 1 tp, ru 10 | 5
TABLE I: Demonstrated skills A, number of demonstrations Ma, number
of components Ka, number of branches Ba, choice of task parameters TPa,
and training time for Θa and Γa.
(denoted by g). A task-space incomplete impedance con-
troller [35] is used to track Cartesian reference trajectories.
We consider parts of an E-bike motor assembly process
in our tasks. Task-1: pick a non-defective metal cap from
the platform, and attach it to the top of a metal peg on the
assembly station; Task-2: pick a defective metal cap from
the platform, and drop it to a container. Both the cap c and
peg p are components of the e-bike motor. During kinesthetic
teaching, the state of the end-effector is fetched directly from
the on-board control manager. Demonstrations are recorded
at 50 Hz, while the task-space impedance controller runs
at 1 kHz. As summarized in Table. I, we demonstrated in
total 7 skills relevant to the task: grasp where the robot
grasps c in four different cases: via the top, the side, flat-
right and flat-left (denoted by agr); re-orient where the
robot re-orients c from lying flat-left or flat-right to stand-up
(by aro); translate where the robot moves c to the edge
of the platform (by atl); attach where the robot attaches
c on the top of p (by aat); drop where the robot drops
c into the container facing inwards or outwards (denoted
by adp); pick where the robot picks p (denoted by apk);
insert where the robot inserts p (denoted by ais). With
these skills, the two tasks above can be re-stated as follows:
Task-1: If c is standing-up, the skill sequence is given by
a1 “ apkaisagraat; If c is lying-flat, the skill sequence is
given by a11 “ apkaisagraroagraat. Task-2: If c is standing-
up, the skill sequence is given by a2 “ agratlagradp; If c
is lying-flat, the skill sequence is given by a12 “ agradp;
Clearly, the desired skill sequence for different tasks
depends on the object state. For Task-1, since the skill
attach is only taught when the cap is grasped from the
top (i.e., not from the side), a cap initially lying flat on the
platform needs to be first re-oriented to a stand-up state. On
the contrary, for Task-2, since the skill drop is only allowed
when the cap is grasped from the side (i.e., not from the
top), a cap initially standing on the platform needs to be
first translated to the edge of the platform, and then grasped
from the side. The re-orientation and grasping from the side
are only taught at the edge of the platform to avoid collisions.
A video of the Task-2 experiments is attached as supple-
mentary material, and a extended version including Task-1
results can be found in https://youtu.be/dRGLadt32o4.
B. Results
Following Alg. 2, both the TP-HSMM model Θa and
the condition model Γa are learned for each skill described
above. The total number of components, number of branches,
Fig. 4: The experiment setup (left), and snapshots of kinesthetic teaching
and execution of skills apc and aro (middle-right).
Skill T t ps‹ |u‹qrss Skill T t ps‹ |u‹qrss
agr 105 1.5 | 0.2 aro 175 0.6 | 0.3
atl 90 0.1 | 0.1 aat 135 0.5 | 0.3
adp 132 0.9 | 0.2 apk 116 0.2 | 0.2
TABLE II: The trajectory length of T time steps and the average computa-
tion time of s‹ and u‹ for reproducing each single skill.
task parameters and training times are listed in Table I. Note
that skills with several branches have more components and
in general take longer to train. Thus, such models should be
learned off-line before online execution. Single skills can be
easily reproduced given various initial and final observation
by following Sec. V-A. Table II summarizes the trajectory
length and computation time for the optimal state sequence
and optimal control. It shows that the modified Viterbi
algorithm (3) and the optimal tracking control are fast enough
to be used for online execution. Reproduction of a single
skill has almost 100% success rate across various initial
configurations that are similar to demonstrated ones. For
instance, the Pick and Insert skills are retrieved when the
cap is placed at different locations on the platform surface.
In general, when the initial configuration differs drastically
from any demonstration, the performance degrades while the
resulting trajectory stills resembles similar movement.
For each skill sequence described for Task-1 and Task-2,
we follow Sec. V-B to reproduce them under various initial
system states. Since the sub-sequence apkadp manipulates
only the peg p and both skills have only one branch, we treat
this sequence independently from other sub-sequences which
manipulate only the cap c. Table III summarizes for each
sub-sequence the size of the corresponding composed modelpΘ, the number of its initial and final components, and the
time taken to compute pΘ and s‹, respectively. As discussed
in Sec. V-B.1, the complexity of pΘ grows combinatorially
with the number of final states in each skill model. For
long sequences such as a11 and a12, it takes much longer to
compute pΘ than short sequences such as a1 and a2. Note
that once such models are computed, they can be saved as
a standard TP-HSMM model. During execution, the initial
system state is obtained, e.g., from the perception system
while the goal state is specified directly. Then the model pΘ
is loaded directly without the need for recalling Alg. 1. It
takes on average 0.5s to compute the complete sequence s‹
given pΘ for tasks with two simple skills, and around 17s
for tasks with four complex skills. As stated in Alg. 2, each
skill ah P a‹ is executed by tracking the sub-sequence s‹h
given the current system state. Supplementary videos show
the reproduction of each task under various system states.
C. Discussion
As shown in Table (III), the computation time grows
combinatorially to the number of final states for each skill
a‹ K E Ki |Kf T t p pΘ | s‹qrss
apkais 11 10 1 | 1 216 11 | 0.1
agradp 100 92 4 | 12 214 21 | 1
agratlagradp 460 440 4 | 76 435 57 | 19
agraat 52 48 4 | 4 239 10 | 0.4
agraroagraat 492 487 4 | 80 521 76 | 17
TABLE III: The number of components K, edges E, initial Ki and final
states Kf of the model pΘa. The trajectory length of T time steps, the total
computation time for pΘa and the associated s‹.
in the sequence. So, the more branches there are in one
skill, the more time consuming to compose it with other
skills. This is because all branches are compared in terms
of likelihood for both the current skill and the subsequent
one. Thus our framework, at its present state cannot be used
for real-time replanning. Nonetheless, several methods can
be used to accelerate this process: (1) the skill sequence can
often be decomposed in independent sub-sequences, which
can be planned separately; (2) prune early-on transitions
whose probability is below a threshold both in the skill model
and the transition probability from (4); (3) construct pΘa
specifically for the given initial and final states, i.e., com-
bine (4) with predicted observation probability of ki. Also,
certain skills may be formulated with free task parameters,
which can be optimized in a general way for various tasks.
This issue is not addressed here since all task parameters are
assumed to be attached to physical objects. Combination of
these methods will be addressed in future research.
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented a framework for learning and sequencing of
robot manipulation skills that are object-centric and learned
from demonstration. In our framework we learn generic skills
that encapsulate different instantiations, whose activation rely
on the initial and goal state of the system. Given a goal
configuration and a manipulation task as skill sequence, our
framework computes the optimal state sequence to accom-
plish the task. For successful execution, we also proposed a
Riemannian optimal controller in order to calculate a smooth
reference trajectory in the manifold of end-effector poses. In
contrast to previous works, we experimentally studied our
framework on real complex assembly tasks, showing that our
approach scales to long sequences of manipulation skills.
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